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Resource Pricing and Demand Allocation for
Revenue Maximization in IaaS Clouds:

A Market-Oriented Approach
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Abstract—With more users outsourcing their applications to
the cloud, resource pricing becomes an important issue for IaaS
cloud management. Jointly considering her own bidding bud-
get and the price of cloud resources, each user is self-motivated
to purchase cloud resources according to her resource demand
which maximizes her own utility. Meanwhile, the cloud service
provider (CSP) regulates the price of cloud resources with a cer-
tain profitability objective achieved. With an elaborate resource
pricing strategy, the goals from users and the CSP are bal-
anced and respectively satisfied to some extent. This article
provides an insight into the market-oriented cloud pricing strat-
egy. In specific, we propose an auction market in the IaaS cloud,
where multiple users with heterogeneous bidding budgets and
QoS requirements subscribe cloud resources according to their
resource demands. The resource pricing and demand allocation
scheme targeting revenue maximization also satisfies essential
properties including budget feasibility, incentive compatibility
and envy-freeness. To attack the NP-hardness and non-convexity
of revenue maximization problem, we design a price-incentive
resource auction mechanism namely RARM, which preserves an
(1+α) approximation ratio on revenue maximization. Finally, we
evaluate our RARM mechanism based on the real-world dataset
to certify the efficacy of our proposed approach.

Index Terms—IaaS cloud, market-oriented pricing strategy,
resource auction, revenue maximization.

I. INTRODUCTION

REGARDING the user-friendly advantages of offering
high-performance but cost-saving service, cloud comput-

ing gains more momentum, and attracts more users to execute
their applications at cloud [1], [2]. With the increasing scale
of cloud users, resource management has become a hot topic
in the IaaS cloud community. In order to constantly provide
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more users with high Quality of Service (QoS), a cloud service
provider (CSP) will deploy more cloud resources for the user
use. For the CSP itself, excessive resource expansion implies
an increase in cost, further reducing the CSP’s profit earning.
Given this, it necessitates an efficient resource management
methodology considering the finite resource capacity rather
than the pure resource expansion.

Through an efficient resource management strategy, the con-
flicting requirements from both users’ side and the CSP’s side
could be satisfied [3]. Specifically, cloud users prefer to spend
less in purchasing more cloud resources with a higher QoS
gained, whereas the CSP expects to gain more service revenue
from users. To some extent, the above objectives respectively
from users and the CSP collide with each other, because of the
finite cloud resources. On the one side, users submit requests to
the CSP with high QoS demands, resulting in possessing more
cloud resources. The more resources allocated to cloud users
means a higher QoS offering. On the other side, however, it is
impossible for the CSP to supply users with excessive cloud
resources regardless of its own profit requirement.

A market-oriented resource pricing strategy can be an
effective methodology that balances the conflicting demands
between users and the CSP [4]. The CSP holds the power of
resource pricing, which is aimed to achieve its profitability
goal. As the role of price takers, users are self-motivated to
take advantage of their purchasing capacities (i.e., bidding bud-
gets) to conduct resource purchase, and thereby obtain their
most desired QoS levels. The user’s resource demand varies
with the fluctuation of cloud resource price. With a lower price
configured by the CSP, the resource demands of all users will
be boosted. Oppositely, resource demands of users will be
tightened. It follows that an optimal resource price should be
worked out to establish an equilibrium between the users’ and
CSP’s objectives, which is the research emphasis of this article.

The majority of CSPs (e.g., Microsoft Azure [5], Google
Cloud Platform [6], and Amazon EC2 [7]) generally pro-
vide cloud users with various pricing options, where diverse
pre-configured VMs are offered to satisfy heterogeneous user
demands. Nevertheless, the current pricing schemes adopted
in the cloud marketplace are mostly based on the fixed price,
like the subscription-based approach [8] and the pay-as-you-
go model [9]. The cloud user selecting the subscription-based
option leases the IaaS infrastructure for a pre-specified sub-
scription period. Meanwhile, the cloud user choosing the
pay-as-you-go model can discretionarily purchase on-demand
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instances, with the service payment charged according to
the actual usage time. These two pricing methods are both
based on the fixed pricing, regardless of the market dynam-
ics including time-varied user demands and operational costs.
Generally, such the fixed-pricing model cannot recoup oper-
ational costs in real-time (especially situated in fluctuant
energy markets [10]), not to mention inducing the user
demands for revenue maximization. In contrast, the market-
oriented resource pricing strategy demonstrates great market
elasticity to identify market fluctuations in the cloud mar-
ketplace, which contributes to earning the maximum revenue
for the CSP.

In this article, we study the market-oriented resource pric-
ing strategy, and design a resource auction mechanism for
multiuser IaaS clouds. With service bids dynamically proposed
by users over time, the CSP will accordingly modulate the
cloud resource price to regulate the resource demands of
users. The user is then self-motivated to purchase a certain
amount of cloud resources based on her resource demand [11].
As adopted by some emerging cloud vendors [12], [13], the
requested cloud resources can be bundled for each user, respec-
tively as a custom-built VM. Meanwhile, the CSP can earn
the maximum revenue from users with a minimum profit
rate ensured. The minimum profit-rate guarantee makes for
recouping operational costs and gaining sufficient profits from
users.

Revenue maximization is a classical problem of the resource
auction design in cloud environments. Many existent liter-
atures [14]–[18], are always based on the winner determi-
nation process, where cloud resources are discriminatorily
priced for different users. Such a second-price auction, how-
ever, does not make sense that identical items should be
valued at the same price. To fill this research gap, our
resource auction mechanism employs a single-price auction
in which cloud resources are marketed at the same unit price.
Furthermore, our proposed resource auction mechanism also
meets several essential properties, including budget feasibil-
ity, incentive compatibility, and envy-freeness. These three
auction properties are simultaneously taken into accounts by
very few literatures, but can significantly strengthen the sus-
tainability of our resource auction mechanism. Details are
as below.

• Budget feasibility alleges that a user’s bidding budget
should sufficiently cover her service payment [19], which
is generally regarded as a basic requirement for auction
mechanism design.

• Incentive compatibility (also known as truthfulness) fun-
damentally eliminates the opportunism of misreporting
the bidding budget, no matter what bidding strategies are
employed by other users [20]. This property ensures that
the user has the incentive to place her true bidding budget.

• Envy-freeness indicates a fairness criterion in the eco-
nomic domain. Under a cloud price setting, each user can
be allocated the amount of resources that maximizes her
utility [21]. In this way, each user can always prefer her
own allocated amount of cloud resources to other pos-
sible allocation results (including other users’ resource
allocation scheme).

To summarize, our main contributions are listed as follows.
1) We model an auction market for IaaS clouds that adopts

the market-oriented resource pricing strategy, based on
which the revenue maximization problem is defined for
the CSP. The NP-hardness and computational intractabil-
ity of the revenue maximization problem are identified.

2) We develop a price-incentive resource auction mecha-
nism namely RARM for multiuser IaaS clouds, where a
computational-efficient resource pricing and demand allo-
cation algorithm called Revenue-Max is proposed. The
Revenue-Max algorithm can gain a near-optimal rev-
enue for the CSP, with an (1+α) approximation ratio
preserved.

3) Extensive simulations based on real-world datasets are
conducted to manifest the efficacy of our proposed
market-oriented approach, with our auction properties
empirically verified.

The remainder of our article is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the background and related work. In
Section III, we introduce and formulate our system model.
Then, in Section IV, we formulate the user’s utility and
rational cloud purchase strategy, and then define the revenue
maximization problem for the CSP. In Section V, we devise a
resource auction mechanism called RARM. The resource pric-
ing and demand allocation algorithm termed Revenue-Max
solves the revenue maximization problem in an effective but
efficient manner. Section VI evaluates the effectiveness and
efficiency of our proposed approach. In Section VII, we
conclude the research work and look into our future directions.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Pricing Methods in Cloud Marketplace

The increasing momentum of cloud computing services
leads to various cloud pricing methods within the cloud mar-
ketplace. A variety of cloud pricing methods range from
the incipient subscription-based approach [8], to the popular
pay-as-you-go model [9], then to the recent market-oriented
pricing strategy [22].

The nascent cloud pricing method can be approximately
dated back to the subscription-based SaaS pricing model
provided by Salesforce.com [8]. The subscription-based pric-
ing approach is technically consolidated by software multi-
tenancy. Each cloud tenant jointly shares the public opera-
tional cost, but still has private space to host its own cloud
applications. Thus, the subscription-based method presents a
comparatively low price for infrastructure rental. A cloud user
can freely subscribe the cloud instance with a fixed price dif-
ferentiated in various CPU types or memory/disk sizes, for a
certain period of time (e.g., in months/years). The fixed price
is generally regulated by the CSP based on a rough estima-
tion of operational costs and prospective profit earnings, thus
unable to reflect the market dynamics [23] and then release
an optimal price setting for revenue maximization.

To further stimulate the potential users conducting cloud
computing migration, a more attractive cloud pricing method
emerges as a pay-as-you-go pricing model [9]. The cloud user
selecting the pay-as-you-go model can purchase on-demand
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instances, and is only charged for the actual usage time of
cloud instances (e.g., in minutes/hours). The pay-as-you-go
pricing method brings economic benefits to the cloud user,
preventing from the over-subscribed instances. Thanks to its
appeal to cloud users, the majority of CSPs, including Microsoft
Azure [5], Google Cloud Platform [6], and Amazon EC2 [7],
have presented the option of pay-as-you-go pricing model to
cloud users. However, on-demand instances are generally set
at a fixed price, thereby incapable of reflecting the time-varied
user demands [24] and the dynamic operational costs [25]
as well. Likewise to the subscription-based pricing approach,
the CSP who adopts the pay-as-you-go pricing model is less
proficient in accurately recouping the dynamic operational costs
and earning the maximum revenue from cloud users.

In the face of the above-mentioned limitations, a more flex-
ible cloud pricing method then comes up as a market-oriented
pricing strategy [22]. It can sufficiently reflect the economic
behavior in the cloud marketplace, through regulating the
cloud price dynamically with the fluctuation of resource supply
and demand. One of the notorious is the Amazon EC2 Spot
instance, which takes up the dynamic/auction-based pricing
mechanism [26]. The Amazon EC2 Spot instance targets to
make full use of the idle EC2 instances. In comparison with
on-demand instances, the price of Spot instances is normally
with a sizable price discount (up to 90%). Technically, the
price of Spot instances is dynamically modulated based on
the long-term trend in supply and demand for Spot instance
capacity. By means of this flexible cloud pricing strategy, both
sides of the CSP and cloud users are incentivized in terms of
economic benefits. Cloud users receive a better economic stim-
ulus, and then voluntarily adjust their purchasing behavior in
response to the volatile cloud marketplace; also, the CSP can
earn much more service revenue under the market-oriented
cloud pricing strategy [27].

B. Market-Oriented Cloud Pricing Strategy

As stated in Section II-A, the market-oriented cloud pric-
ing strategy demonstrates great advantages over the two
other fixed-pricing methods (i.e., subscription-based, pay-as-
you-go). Given this, it has drawn significant attention from
academia and industry, to dynamically determine the pricing
and allocation of cloud resources.

Regarding many indirect/hidden factors inhabited in the
cloud marketplace, a black-box data-driven method termed
online learning [28] can shed light on the market char-
acteristics. The revealed market characteristics are utilized
to design or study the market-oriented pricing strategy.
Zhang et al. [29] exploited the historical market information to
predict future sales with the multi-armed-bandit-based online
learning approach, based on which the online resource pricing
decision was made. Prasad et al. [30] proposed an online-
learning-based Fisher market that enabled online resource
pricing and allocation, where both marketing randomness and
resource integrality gap were fully considered. On the side of
cloud users with limited budgets, Wu et al. [31] took advantage
of the online learning technique to infer her optimal pur-
chasing bundle of on-demand and Spot instances. The online
learning approach assuredly brings some insights into the

market-oriented cloud pricing strategy, but it still meets with
crucial challenges. The success of the online learning approach
originates from comprehensive marketing data, but an exten-
sive data collection in the cloud marketplace is impracticable
in general cases. Since the marketing data of each sector
may belong to different market entities, the exploitation of
cross-section marketing data matters for data security and pri-
vacy [32]. Yet, the online learning approach is commonly
implemented in a centralized manner, with centralized data
collection generally required.

In contrast, some domain-knowledge-based white-box
methods can be intrinsically decentralized, including the game-
theoretic approach and the auction-based approach. These
approaches are driven by domain knowledge, thereby gain-
ing better explainability than the online learning method.
Regarding the game-theoretic approach, Cardellini et al. [33]
formulated the IaaS provider’s hybrid instance selling pro-
cess as a Stackelberg game, with the objective of earning
as much service revenue as possible. Ghosh and Sarkar [34]
investigated the interactions between IoT/wireless/cloud ser-
vice providers in IoT scenario as a combination of sequential
and parallel non-cooperative games, where an equilibrium
pricing strategy was acquired through the game process.
Siew et al. [35] introduced the game theory to study the
sharing economy in the mobile cloud environment, based on
which dynamic pricing mechanisms were designed for wel-
fare/profit maximization. As for the auction-based approach,
Jin et al. [14] put forward an incentive-compatible double auc-
tion mechanism for mobile cloud computing, where mobile
devices’ and cloudlets’ contributions were dynamically priced.
Li et al. [11] developed a price-incentive resource auction
mechanism in cloud environments, whose objective was to
stimulate the maximum cloud users served at the cloud.
Hosseinalipour and Dai [15] demonstrated the market-oriented
interactions between different cloud entities as a two-phase
auction model, where the two stages of auctions were respec-
tively formulated as an option-based sequential auction and
an auction/flat-mixed market. Lu et al. [16] concerned about
a two-sided cloud market environment with multiple CSPs, on
the basis of which a double auction mechanism was presented
to match the users’ and CSPs’ requirements.

C. Network Economics

Network economics is a multidisciplinary research subject,
which broadly covers various knowledge about economics,
network science, mechanism design, etc, and primarily inves-
tigates the multiuser resource allocation from the economic
perspective [36]. In the past few years, several research top-
ics about network economics have been extensively studied
within the computer and information systems, including the
resource pricing and demand allocation [37], as well as the
auction-based resource market design [38].

The problem of resource pricing and demand allocation
is a principal research issue in network economics, which
solves out how shared resources are divided based on each
one’s resource demand. Huang et al. [39] proposed a revenue-
optimal resource allocation scheme in mobile edge com-
puting environment, where the totally unimodular property
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was utilized to present a linear-programming-based solution.
Qiu and Shen [40] exploited the probabilistic optimization
technique to tackle the dynamic demand prediction and
allocation problem in cloud service brokerage, where the
uncertainty of cloud tenants’ behavior and the probability
distribution of prediction errors were both taken into consider-
ation. Zhang et al. [41] designed an unmanned-aerial-vehicle
(UAV) scheduling approach based on dynamic Bayesian game
process, where multiple user requests were dispatched to geo-
distributed UAVs with the optimal economic benefits (i.e.,
profits) gained by UAV operators. Wan et al. [42] put for-
ward a reactive cloud pricing algorithm to the varied user
demand and system status changes, which adaptively adjusted
the server price with the objective of maximizing the cloud
operator’s profit earnings.

Auction is a compelling mechanism being widely adopted in
the area of network economics, which can regulate the market
behaviors of resource sale and purchase. Shi et al. [17] for-
mulated the competitive relationship between multiple CSPs
as a partially observable Markov game, and then applied a
multi-agent deep reinforcement learning approach to generate
the pricing strategy in the auction-based cloud marketplace.
Le et al. [18] proposed a randomized auction mechanism for
dynamic bandwidth allocation in multi-tenant edge comput-
ing environment, with the property of incentive compatibility
approximately satisfied. Wang et al. [43] presented a secure
energy auction approach for Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), where the underlying blockchain technique could
provide an immutable, trustless and distrbuted solution on
transaction recording. Yin et al. [44] put forward an efficient
collaboration for Internet of Vehicles (IoV), where an auc-
tion mechanism was presented to incentivise more vehicles
contributing their resources cooperatively. Zhang et al. [45]
designed a smart-contract-enabled hierarchical auction mech-
anism for decentralized crowdsourcing, in which the market
stability and financial trustworthiness were guaranteed.

With the knowledge of network economics utilized, this
article intends to make contributions towards the market-
oriented cloud pricing strategy, with several unique features.
Firstly, we conduct an elaborate formulation of user utility.
With a voluntary basis, the cloud user purchases a specified
amount of cloud resources according to her resource demand,
where her own maximum utility is obtained. Unlike conceiv-
ing demand allocation as an assignment problem [33], [34],
[39] regardless of user utility, our scenario setting stands a
lot closer to the realistic cloud marketplace. Secondly, we
carry out a single-price auction where cloud resources are
marketed with the same unit price, which differs from the
existent literatures [14]–[18] adopting a second-price auction.
Our mechanism design fits more with our intuitive knowl-
edge that identical items should be valued at the same price.
The second-price auction, nonetheless, proposes discrimina-
tory prices for different users; in other words, identical items
may be sold to different bidders at various prices. It breaks the
fairness principle in cloud pricing, where a uniform price set-
ting should be followed. Thirdly, we conduct a careful design
on auction mechanism to enable some essential properties (i.e.,
budget feasibility, incentive compatibility, and envy-freeness)

Fig. 1. Auction Market in the Multiuser IaaS Cloud.

satisfied. Although taken into account by very few literatures,
these three auction properties actually play an important part
in the sustainability of our resource auction mechanism.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

System Overview: Fig. 1 demonstrates our auction mar-
ket in the multiuser IaaS cloud, which works in a time-slotted
manner. The time horizon is discretized into a sequence of
time slots at the duration of τ , indexed by t. At each time
slot t, multiple users arbitrarily determine to place the service
bid, and compete with each other to obtain cloud resources
within the IaaS cloud infrastructure. The CSP collects the
latest service bids proposed by various users at the begin-
ning of each time slot t, and hereby makes decisions on the
spot cloud resource price p(t) as well as resource allocation
scheme A(t) = 〈ai (t)〉ui∈U(t). The user ui whose service bid
is accepted is allocated ai (t) units of cloud resources equaling
to her resource demand. The ai (t) units of allocated resources
can be bundled as a custom-built VM [46], where the user ui
is served during the time slot t. With ai (t) units of allocated
cloud resources, the user ui is charged a service payment of
p(t) · ai (t).

Cloud Users: There are totally N users placing service bids
over time slots, and we suppose that N(t) ≤ N users (denoted
by U(t)) place service bids at the time slot t. The set of N users
is denoted by U = {u1, . . . , uN }, thus U(t) ⊂ U . Without
loss of generality, we assume that each user ui places a single
service bid during one time slot. The user who concurrently
places multiple service bids can be conceived as a group of
users.

At each time slot t, each user ui ∈ U(t) negotiates with the
CSP by placing her service bid βi (t) = (si , bi , χi , t

−
i , t+i ), in

which the service type si , the bidding budget bi , the size of
executed job χi , and the elastic QoS requirement [t−i , t+i ] are
proposed. The service type si suggests the type of application
requested by the user ui for execution at the IaaS cloud. The
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TABLE I
NOTATION AND DESCRIPTION

bidding budget bi implies the maximum monetary expense
that the user ui is willing to be charged per time slot for
cloud resource subscription. The size of the executed job for
user ui during the period of cloud subscription is estimated
by χi . Meanwhile, the user ui ’s QoS requirement is elastic as
[t−i , t+i ], indicating the desired range of response time.

During the time slot t, each user ui is allocated ai units
of cloud resources which can take various forms (e.g., CPU
units, memory space, and disk storage). Inspired by the degree
of parallelism adopted by the Hadoop/Spark framework [47],
the amount of allocated cloud resources ai (t) can reflect the
number of allotted compute slots while each compute slot is
compiled by a fix number of varied resources.

Cloud Service Provider: We restrict our research spotlight
on a homogeneous set of physical machines administered by
the CSP, as in [48], [49]. There are M physical machines
administered by the CSP, each of which is equipped with
r units of computational resources. To dwindle unnecessary
operational costs and raise the profit earning, the CSP sim-
ply turns on the physical machines running in load, while the
idle physical machines are shut down into the sleep mode.
At each time slot t, the CSP collects the service bids from
different users, and assigns ai (t) units of cloud resources to
each user ui ∈ U(t). Hence, as in [23], the number of phys-
ical machines required to be active during the time slot t is
estimated by (1).

m(t) =

⌈∑
ui∈U(t) ai (t)

r

⌉
(1)

The CSP’s operation costs primarily derive from the energy
costs of IaaS infrastructure [25]. Suppose the average energy
cost to perform a physical machine per time slot is c̃, the total
energy cost used for operating m(t) physical machines during
the time slot t is c̃ ·m(t). The power price pe(t) generally fluc-
tuates over time slots [50]. Thus, the CSP should be charged
for the energy bill of pe(t) · c̃ ·m(t) at the time slot t.

At each time slot t, the CSP also determines the spot unit
resource price as p(t), where each user ui ∈ U(t) is charged
for a service payment of p(t) ·ai (t). Under the cloud resource
price of p(t), the CSP should not only recoup energy costs
from users, but also gain a minimum profit rate of γ. Thus,
the following constraint (2) is implied.

p(t) ·
∑

ui∈U(t)

ai (t) ≥ (1 + γ) · c̃ · pe(t) ·m(t). (2)

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. User Utility Model

We firstly formulate the user utility model, representing the
cloud user’s preference towards different resource allocation
results. In this article, for a user ui , her user utility jointly
depends on the QoS gain from the resource allocation ai (t)
and the associated momentary payout p(t) · ai (t).

For a user ui , her QoS gain (i.e., response time ti (ai (t)))
reflects her “happiness” towards diverse resource allocation
results ai (t). With more cloud resources ai (t) allocated, the
user ui can gain a better QoS level. As stated in the experi-
mental evidence [51] and the regression analysis results [52],
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the response time ti (ai (t)) obtained by user ui can be esti-
mated as (3), where θsi ,0, θsi ,1, θsi ,2, and θsi ,3 are regression
parameters specialized to the service type si .

ti (ai (t)) = θsi ,0 + θsi ,1 ·
χi

ai (t)
+ θsi ,2 · ai (t)

+ θ3,si · log(ai (t)) (3)

As mentioned in Section III, the user ui proposes an elas-
tic QoS requirement as the desired range of response time
[t−i , t+i ]. According to (3), the desired range of cloud resource
allocation [a−i , a+i ] can be correspondingly figured out, as
in (4). It is pointless for the user ui to allocate ai (t) > a+i
units of cloud resources, gaining a response time shorter than
t−i . Additionally, it is unsatisfactory to allocate ai (t) < a−i
cloud resources, incurring a response time longer than t+i .

a−i = t−1
i (t+i ), a+i = t−1

i (t−i ) (4)

From the above, the “happiness” of the user ui gained from
ai (t) units of cloud resources, denoted by gi (ai (t)), can be
formulated in (5) below. When ai (t) ∈ [a−i , a+i ], we adopt
the QoS progress rate ρi (ai (t)) to evaluate the gi (ai (t)). The
QoS progress rate ρi (ai (t)) is defined as the response time
ti (ai (t)) relative to t+i , formulated by (6). It is noted that, the
QoS progress rate ρi (ai (t)) is absolutely not proportionate
to the amount of allocated resources ai (t), but with strong
concavity [51].

gi (ai (t)) =

⎧⎨
⎩

ρi (a
+
i ) if ai (t) ∈ (a+i ,+∞)

ρi (ai (t)) if ai (t) ∈ [a−i , a+i ]

0 if ai (t) ∈ [0, a−i )

(5)

ρi (ai (t)) =
t+i

ti (ai (t))
(6)

When gaining the QoS progress ρi (ai (t)), the user ui also
has to be charged the service payment of p(t)·ai (t). Different
from the QoS gain, the service payment p(t)·ai (t) contributes
negatively to the user utility. To summarize, the user utility
function vi (p(t), ai (t)bi ) can be formulated as (7). The ser-
vice payment p(t) · ai (t) cannot exceed the bidding budget
bi ; thus, the service payment p(t) ·ai (t) is normalized by the
bidding budget bi in (7).

vi (p(t), ai (t), bi )

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ρi (a
+
i )− p(t)·ai (t)

bi
if ai (t) ∈ (a+i ,+∞)

ρi (ai (t))− p(t)·ai (t)
bi

if ai (t) ∈ [a−i , a+i ]

−p(t)·ai (t)
bi

if ai (t) ∈ [0, a−i ).

(7)

B. Rational Resource Demand

After formulating the user utility model, we then investigate
the cloud resource demand of each user ui ∈ U(t) under
a certain determined spot unit resource price p(t). When the
spot price per unit of cloud resources has quoted p(t), each
user ui ∈ U(t) rationally determines her resource demand
di (p(t)) through solving a utility maximization problem. In
other words,

di (p(t)) � argmax
ai (t)

vi (p(t), ai (t), bi ) (8)

Algorithm 1: RARD: Rational Resource Demand
Allocation Algorithm

Input: Spot Unit Resource Price p(t);
Service Bids of Users U(t) in the Time Slot t.

Output: Resource Allocation Scheme A(t).
1 for each ui ∈ U(t) do
2 if p(t) · a−i > bi then
3 ai (t)← 0; � Case 1

4 else
5 Obtain the user ui ’s resource demand allocation

ai (t) = di (p(t)) where her own utility vi (·) is
maximized, by solving the KKT equations of
Problem P1; � Case 2

6 return A(t)← 〈ai (t)〉N (t)
i=1 ;

As indicated in (7), however, the segmentation and non-
convexity of user utility function vi (·) prevent from solving
out the resource demand di (p(t)) efficiently. Given this, the
following two cases are divided into discussion.

– Case 1: The user ui can purchase the maximum amount
of cloud resources less than a−i , even if stretching its bid-
ding budget bi . In this case, the user ui ’s QoS requirement
[t−i , t+i ] cannot be satisfied. Instead, it would arouse a nega-
tive utility if the user ui purchases cloud resources. Hence,
the user ui inclines to forgo cloud resource subscription
with di (p(t)) = 0.

– Case 2: The user ui has the enough budget bi to purchase
ai (t) > a−i units of cloud resources. In this case, the user
ui would not like to purchase the amount of cloud resources
greater than a+i , because her QoS requirement will be overful-
filled beyond T−

i if ai (t) > a+i , barely making for disutility
instead. Therefore, the resource demand di (p(t)) maximiz-
ing the user ui ’s utility is supposed to be found out within
[a−i , a+i ].

From now on, we start by solving the resource demand
di (p(t)) for the Case 2. Here, we formulate the Problem P1
which can determine the optimal ai (t) maximizing the user
ui ’s utility over [a−i , a+i ]. The constraint (C1.1) is the require-
ment of budget-feasible resource allocation scheme [46],
suggesting that the user ui ’s service payment p(t) · ai (t)
cannot exceed her own bidding budget bi .

max
ai (t)

ρi (ai (t))− p(t) · ai (t)
bi

(P1)

s.t. p(t) · ai (t) ≤ bi (C1.1)

a−i ≤ ai (t) ≤ a+i (C1.2)

It is noticeable that, Problem P1 is a convex optimization
problem (The proof is omitted). Thus, we can solve the
Problem P1 by seeking out the solution of the corresponding
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) equations [53]. The computa-
tional complexity of solving the KKT equations exponentially
increases with the number of inequality constraints in the
original convex optimization problem [54]. There are K = 3
inequality constraints (i.e., the upper bound of (C1.1), and the
upper and lower bound of (C1.2)) in Problem P1, thus we can
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Fig. 2. Overview of our RARM Mechanism.

solve the Problem P1 for the user ui through KKT equations
in the computational complexity of O(2K ) = O(1).

Based on the above, we epitomize the Case 1 and Case
2 to put forward the Rational Resource Demand Allocation
Algorithm namely RARD, as shown in Algorithm 1. Each user
ui ∈ U(t) is allocated ai (t) units of cloud resources accord-
ing to their own resource demands di (p(t)). When the spot
unit resource price quotes p(t), each user ui ∈ U(t)’s resource
demand allocation can be sequentially determined, requiring
the overall computational complexity of O(N (t)). Moreover,
the Problem P1 of each user ui is independent with no corre-
lation, thus the resource demand of each user ui ∈ U(t) can
be also solved in parallel, where the computational complexity
is then reduced to O(1).

C. Optimization Problem

The objective of our optimization problem is to maximize
the service revenue from the CSP’s standpoint. Therefore, we
formulate the resource pricing and demand allocation problem
as the Problem P2 below.

max
ai (t),p(t)

π(t) = p(t) ·
∑

ui∈U(t)

ai (t) (P2)

s.t. p(t) ·
∑

ui∈U(t)

ai (t) ≤ M · r (C2.1)

p(t) ·
∑

ui∈U(t)

ai (t) ≥ (1 + γ) · c̃ · pe(t) ·m(t) (C2.2)

ai (t) = di (p(t)) ∀ui ∈ U(t) (C2.3)

The constraint (C2.1) indicates the resource capacity con-
straint of IaaS infrastructure, and the constraint (C2.2) ensures
the minimum profit rate of γ required by the CSP. The
constraint (C2.3) embodies the envy-free resource allocation

scheme [55], meaning that each user ui ∈ U(t) is allo-
cated cloud resources by their own resource demand, which
maximizes their own utilities.

Solving the Problem P2 is non-trivial because of the follow-
ing two aspects. Firstly, our optimization Problem P2 belongs
to the family of bin packing problem that is NP-hard to solve
out [56]. Each physical machine in the IaaS cloud is conceived
as a bin with finite computational resources. Our objective is to
figure out the resource allocation scheme across multiple phys-
ical machines with the service revenue maximized at each time
slot t. Secondly, the user utility function vi (·) (i.e., Eq. (7)) is
in a piecewise and non-convex form. In Problem P2, each user
ui ’s resource allocation ai (t) is determined based on her own
utility maximization, hence making the problem solving more
complicated.

V. MECHANISM DESIGN

A. RARM: Resource Auction Mechanism Framework

To attack the aforementioned computation challenges,
we develop a Resource Auction Mechanism for Revenue
Maximization called RARM. We identify the RARM mechanism
at each time slot t into two steps, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.

• Step I: After receiving the service bids proposed in the
time slot t, the CSP firstly specifies the feasible resource
price spectrum of p(t), denoted as [p(t)−, p(t)+]. Under
the spot unit resource price p(t) ≥ p(t)−, not only the
resource capacity constraint (C2.1) of IaaS infrastructure
is satisfied, but also the minimum-γ-profit-rate require-
ment is most likely to be ensured. The upper bound of
price p(t)+ indicates a threshold of resource price, where
all the users ui ∈ U(t) will abandon cloud resource sub-
scription with di (p(t)) = 0 if p(t) > p(t)+, hence the
CSP cannot gain service revenue from users in this case.

• Step II: Within the resource price spectrum
[p(t)−, p(t)+], the CSP finalizes the revenue-optimal
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spot unit resource price p(t) together with the associated
resource allocation scheme A(t), where the CSP earns the
maximum service revenue with a minimum profit rate γ
assuredly gained. The CSP manipulates the active/sleep
mode of physical machines based on A(t), and collects
the service payment from the accepted users whose
ai (t) > 0.

B. Step I: Determine the Feasible Resource Price Spectrum

We firstly present the notation of p+i , on which our mecha-
nism design depends. According to the bidding budget bi and
the desired range of cloud resource allocation [a−i , a+i ], we
acquire each user ui ’s maximum acceptable price p+i per unit
cloud resource, formulated in (9). If p(t) > p+i , then the user
ui will abandon cloud resource subscription with di (p(t)) =
0, hence the CSP cannot earn any service revenue from the
user ui . Here, we sort up the users ui ∈ U(t) according to p+i
in an non-decreasing rank Θ =< u[1], . . . , u[N (t)] >, where
u[i ] indicates the user ranked in the i th place of Θ.

p+i =
bi

a−i
for each ui ∈ U(t) (9)

The feasible spectrum of spot unit resource price p(t) is
defined as [p(t)−, p(t)+]. Specifically, we adopt p+

[N (t)]
as

the upper bound p(t)+ of [p(t)−, p(t)+], as in (10). This is
because, the CSP cannot gain service revenue with π(t) = 0
if p(t) is set higher than p+

[N (t)]
. Additionally, we determine

the lower bound p(t)− of [p(t)−, p(t)+], where both the
resource capacity constraint (C2.1) and the minimum-profit-
rate constraint (C2.2) are taken into accounts.

We specifically determine the lower bound p(t)− of [p(t)−,
p(t)+] as follows. On the one hand, p+

[i ]
(1 ≤ i ≤ N (t))

is leveraged as the binary search boundary for the resource-
clearing price pclear . At the resource-clearing price pclear ,
the total resource supply is equated to the overall demand
allocation of users ui ∈ U(t), which is

∑
ui∈U(t) di (p(t)) =

M · r . Thus, setting p(t) ≥ pclear keeps the resource capacity
constraint (C2.1) satisfied. On the other hand, we introduce
the notation �p� = c̃ · pe(t) · (1 + γ)/r , suggesting the unit
resource price which equally split a physical machine’s bottom
price c̃ · pe(t) · (1+ γ). By means of checking if p(t) > �p�,
it can be roughly judged whether the minimum profit rate
of γ is gained at the price of p(t), in correspondence to the
minimum-profit-rate constraint (C2.2). To sum up, the lower
bound p(t)− is determined in (10).

p(t)+ = p+
[N (t)]

, p(t)− = max{pclear , �p�} (10)

The algorithm of determining the lower bound p(t)− called
LBP is shown in Algorithm 2. Note that, the resource-clearing
price pclear can be figured out with the binary search method
(Line 12-17). The range of binary search is specified in Line
1-11, according to the following four cases, as demonstrated
in Fig. 3.

– Case 1: pclear ≤ �p�. We need not seek the resource-
clearing price pclear with the binary search method, but

Algorithm 2: LBP: Determining the Lower Bound of Spot
Unit Resource Price

Input: Service Bids of Users U(t) in the Time Slot t.
Output: Lower Bound p(t)− of Spot Resource Price p(t).
1 Obtain the resource allocation scheme A(t) under p(t) =
�p� using the RARP algorithm;

2 if
∑N (t)

i=1 ai (t) ≤ M · r then
3 return p(t)− ← �p�;
4 else
5 for each i = {1, 2, ...,N (t)} do
6 Obtain the resource allocation scheme A(t) under

p(t) = p+
[i ]

using the RARD algorithm;

7 if
∑N (t)

j=1 aj (t) ≤ M · r then
8 pr ← p+

[i ]
;

9 if i > 1 and p+
[i−1]

> �p� then pl ← p+
[i−1]

;

10 else pl ← �p�;
11 break;

12 while pr − pl ≥ ξ do
13 pm ← (pr + pl )/2;
14 Obtain the resource allocation scheme A(t) under

p(t) = pm using the RARD algorithm;

15 if
∑N (t)

j=1 aj (t) ≤ M · r then pr ← pm ;

16 else pl ← pm ;

17 return p(t)− ← pr ;

Fig. 3. Binary search range for pclear in four cases.

straightforwardly determine the lower bound p(t)− as �p�
(Line 1-3).

– Case 2: �p� < pclear ≤ p+
[1]

. We traverse p+
[j ]

(1 ≤
j ≤ N (t)) to find out the first p+

[j ]
> �p� under which the

resource capacity constraint (C2.1) is satisfied, which is p+
[1]

in
this case. Here, the binary search range for pclear is specified
as [�p�, p+

[1]
] (Line 8 and 10). Since pclear > �p�, then the

lower bound p(t)− = pclear according to (10).
– Case 3: p+

[i−1]
≤ �p� < pclear ≤ p+

[i ]
, where 2 ≤ i ≤ N(t).

In this case, the first p+
[j ]

> �p� (1 ≤ j ≤ N(t)) which satisfies
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the resource capacity constraint (C2.1) is p+
[i ]

(i > 1). And

because �p� ≥ p+
[i−1]

, the corresponding binary search range

for pclear is determined as [�p�, p+
[i ]
] (Line 8 and 10). Further,

in similar to the Case 2, the lower bound p(t)− = pclear .
– Case 4: �p� < p+

[i−1]
< pclear ≤ p+

[i ]
, where

2 ≤ i ≤ N(t). In this case, the difference from the Case 3 lies
in �p� < p+

[i−1]
. Therefore, the binary search range for pclear

is supposed to be [p+
[i−1]

, p+
[i ]
] (Line 8 and 9). Meanwhile, in

similar to the Case 2, the lower bound p(t)− = pclear .
In the LBP algorithm, p+

[j ]
(1 ≤ j ≤ N(t)) is traversed to

specify the binary search range for pclear (Line 5-11). Under
each p+

[j ]
where 1 ≤ j ≤ N(t), it takes the computational com-

plexity of O(1) to obtain N(t) users’ resource demands in
parallel with the RARD algorithm. After [pr , pl ] is specified
as the binary search range for pclear , the lower bound p(t)−
(i.e., pclear ) is acquired in an iterative manner (Line 12-17),

with the O(log(pr−pl

ξ )) computational complexity. Here, ξ
is a threshold coefficient indicating the binary-search termi-
nation condition. Therefore, the computational complexity of
LBP algorithm is O(N (t) + log(p

r−pl

ξ )).

C. Step II: Finalize the Resource Price and Allocation
Scheme

Given the feasible resource price spectrum [p(t)−, p(t)+],
we find out the revenue-optimal spot unit resource price p(t)
as well as the associated resource allocation scheme A(t).
As mentioned in Section IV-C, our revenue maximization
Problem P2 suffers from the NP-hardness and the computa-
tional intractability which results from the segmentation and
non-convexity of user utility function vi (·) (i.e., Eq. (7)).

Inspired by the specific structure of our optimization
problem, we propose a simple but efficient Resource Pricing
and Demand Allocation Algorithm for Revenue Maximization
named Revenue-Max which could gain a near-optimal rev-
enue. To be specific, we discretize the continuous resource
price spectrum of [p(t)−, p(t)+] into D discrete candidate
prices, where D is formulated in (11). Note that, α > 0
is a constant coefficient that controls the trade-off between
computational complexity and approximation ratio (detailed in
Theorem 1). Let p̂d represent the d th candidate price, which
is defined in (12).

D =

⌊
log(p(t)+/p(t)−)

log(1 + α)

⌋
+ 1 (11)

p̂d = p(t)− · (1 + α)d−1 (12)

The pseudo-code of the Revenue-Max algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 3. The Revenue-Max algorithm calculates the
service revenue π(t) under each candidate price p̂d . Then,
we pick out one of candidate prices p̂(t) = p̂d amongst the
D discrete prices, under which the CSP earns the maximum
service revenue with the minimum profit rate of γ definitely
gained. Here, the spot unit resource price p(t) is finalized as
p̂(t), and the corresponding resource allocation scheme Â(t)

Algorithm 3: Revenue-Max: Resource Pricing and
Demand Allocation Algorithm for Revenue Maximization

Input: Feasible Resource Price Spectrum
[
p(t)−, p(t)+

]
.

Output: Spot Unit Resource Price p(t);
Resource Allocation Scheme A(t).

1 Initialize π̂(t)← 0, p(t)← null, A(t)← null;

2 Calculate D ← � log(p(t)+/p(t)−)
log(1+α)

�+ 1;

3 for each d = {1, 2, ...,D} do
4 p̂d ← p(t)− · (1+ α)d−1;
5 Obtain the resource allocation scheme A(t) under

p(t) = p̂d using the RARD algorithm;

6 if p̂d ·
∑N (t)

i=1 ai (t)
(1+γ)

≥ c̃ · pe(t) ·
⌈∑

ui∈U(t) ai (t)

r

⌉
and

p̂d ·
∑N (t)

i=1 ai (t) > π̂(t) then
7 π̂(t)← p̂d ·

∑
ui∈U(t) ai (t);

8 p̂(t)← p̂d , Â(t)← 〈ai (t)〉N (t)
i=1 ;

9 return p(t)← p̂(t) and A(t)← Â(t);

is obtained with the RARD algorithm. Finally, the CSP earns
the service revenue π̂(t) = p̂(t) · Â(t).

Theorem 1: The Revenue-Max algorithm achieves an
approximation ratio of (1 + α) on the CSP’s revenue
maximization, requiring the parallel computational complexity
of O(D).

Proof: For the true revenue-optimal spot unit resource price
p∗(t), there must exist an integer z ∈ [1,D ] such that p(t)− ·
(1 + α)z−1 ≤ p∗(t) ≤ p(t)− · (1 + α)z . The CSP earns the
optimal revenue as π∗(t) at the price of p∗(t). Here, we can
obtain that

π∗(t) = p∗(t)×
∑

ui∈U(t)

di (p
∗(t))

≤ (
p(t)− · (1 + α)z

)× ∑
ui∈U(t)

di (p
∗(t))

≤ (1 + α)×
(
p(t)− · (1 + α)z−1

)
(13)

×
∑

ui∈U(t)

di

(
p(t)− · (1 + α)z−1

)

≤ (1 + α)× π̂(t)

where the inequality (14) is derived from the fact that di (p(t))
is non-increasing with the price p(t). Henceforth, the approxi-
mation ratio of the Revenue-Max algorithm is proved to be
(1+α). Since we need to respectively calculate the correspond-
ing service revenue at all D candidate prices. At each candidate
price p̂d , it takes the computational complexity of O(1) to
obtain N(t) users’ resource demands in parallel with the RARD
algorithm. Thus, the parallel computational complexity of the
Revenue-Max algorithm is O(D).

It is suggested in Theorem 1 that, the constant coefficient α
balances the trade-off between computational efficiency and
approximation ratio, as exemplified in Table II. In a gen-
eral way, we devise the computational-efficient approximation
algorithm Revenue-Max to obtain a near-optimal result, by
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TABLE II
APPROXIMATION RATIO VS. COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

switching the continuous price decision range into a discrete
decision domain.

Theorem 2: [Incentive Compatibility] A user ui can always
place its true bidding budget bi = ηi with no incentive to
misreport, regardless of what bidding strategies are adopted
by other users.

Before proving Theorem 9, we preliminarily present the
definition of Incentive Compatibility (IC) Regret identified
in [57] to quantify the incentive compatibility of our resource
auction mechanism.

Definition 1 (IC Regret [57]): For a user ui ∈ U , let ηi ∈
B be her truthful bidding budget, whereas η′i ∈ B is the bid-
ding budget that the user ui actually places to the CSP. It
is possible to be η′i = ηi , where the user ui misreports her
own bidding budget. Given the above notations, the IC Regret
rgti (ηi ) is defined for the user ui as follows.

rgti (ηi ) = max
η′i∈B

(
vi (bi = η′i )− vi (bi = ηi )

)
(14)

where B is the feasible domain of bidding budget bi , e.g.,
R
+. Note that, vi (bi = ηi ) and vi (bi = η′i ) indicate the user

ui places her bidding budget bi respectively as ηi and η′i ,
under which the user utility vi (bi = ηi ) and vi (bi = η′i ) are
separately gained.

According to Definition 1, an incentive-compatible mech-
anism is supposed to be with rgti (ηi ) = 0 for any user
ui ∈ U . Instead, a higher IC Regret rgti (ηi ) > 0 for a user
ui implies a stronger incentive to misreport her own bidding
budget.

Proof: In order to prove the property of incentive compati-
bility, it is required to clarify that a user can only obtain the
maximum utility through truthfully placing her own bidding
budget. With no loss of generality, we choose an arbitrary user
ui ∈ U for the classified discussion, primarily in the following
two cases.

• Case 1: The service bid of user ui should be rejected
with her true bidding budget bi = ηi (i.e., ai (t) = 0).
(a) The user ui proposes an untruthful bidding budget

such that bi = η′i < ηi : The user ui with her
true bidding budget bi = ηi is rejected, because

of her unaffordability to purchase a minimum of
a−i units of cloud resources. Thus, according to the
budget-feasible guarantee, the dishonest user ui still
cannot afford herself to purchase at least a−i units of
cloud resources for the minimum QoS requirement,
hence resulting in no increase of utility gain vi (·).
Therefore, the IC regret

rgti (ηi ) = max
η′i∈(0,ηi )

(
vi (bi = η′i )− vi (bi = ηi )

)
= 0

holds true in this case.
(b) The user ui proposes an untruthful bidding budget

such that bi = η′i > ηi : The user ui attempts to
have the cloud resource allocated by overstating her
bidding budget bi > ηi . Even though ai (t) > a−i
units of cloud resources are allocated through misre-
porting the bidding budget, the dishonest user ui still
cannot complete a transaction with ai (t) > a−i units
of cloud resources paid. Instead, she would be forced
to abandon the cloud migration with ai (t) = 0. After
all, an overstated bidding budget bi > ηi could not
overturn the truth that the user ui is incapable of
affording a minimum of a−i units of cloud resources.
In this way, it is true that

rgti (ηi ) = max
η′i∈(ηi ,+∞)

(
vi (bi = η′i )− vi (bi = ηi )

)
= 0.

• Case 2: The service bid of user ui could be accepted
with her true bidding budget bi = ηi (i.e., ai (t) > 0).

- As stated in the Problem P1, the user ui should
purchase ai (t) units of cloud resources where her
utility vi (·) over cloud resource allocation is max-
imized. By Eq. (7), the optimal resource allocation
ai (t) that maximizes the user utility is closely asso-
ciated with her proposed bidding budget. Hence,
regardless of understating or overstating her bidding
budget, the “optimal” resource allocation ai (t) in
IaaS clouds would accordingly vary. In other words,
the “optimal” resource allocation a ′i (t) derived from
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an understated/overstated bidding budget bi = ηi
cannot be the real-optimal resource allocation ai (t)
relating to the true bidding budget ηi . Thus, it is
concluded that

rgti (ηi ) = max
η′i ∈B−{ηi}

(
vi (bi = η′i )− vi (bi = ηi )

)
< 0,

which implies that a user ui has no incentive to
misreport her own bidding budget.

Based on the above-indicated cases, we can finalize the
statement such that for any user ui ∈ U ,

rgti (ηi ) = max
η′i ∈B

(
vi (bi = η′i )− vi (bi = ηi )

)
= 0,

which indicates the incentive compatibility of our resource
auction mechanism.

To summarize, our RARM mechanism provides the guar-
antee of budget feasibility, incentive compatibility, and envy-
freeness. It solves the resource pricing and demand allocation
problem with (1 + α)-approximate revenue maximization
achieved. The desired approximation ratio (1 + α) can be
discretionarily configured by the pre-defined coefficient α.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We employ simulations in this section to study the effi-
cacy of our RARM mechanism. We consider a public IaaS
cloud environment where multiple users are open to place ser-
vice bids for cloud resources and execute their applications at
the cloud. Each user proposing the service bid specifies her
service type si , which is randomly drawn from four representa-
tive data analytics applications including Classification, Naive
Bayes, Regression and KMeans. The regression coefficients
θsi ,0, θsi ,1, θsi ,2 and θsi ,3 in Eq. (3) for these four service
types are explicitly given in [52].

In the trace-driven experiments, we excerpt the 14-day tra-
jectory of VM subscription requests from the public Microsoft
Azure Cluster during November 16, 2016 to February 16,
2017 [58]. We conceive each VM subscription request as a
service bid βi , where a−i is set based on the number of vCPU
cores requested by the VM subscription request, and a+i is
scaled as 1.75 × a−i . To simplify the experiment, we ran-
domly select a fraction of 100 Azure subscribers from the
entire dataset. Fig. 4(a) demonstrates the number of service
bids placed by these 100 Azure subscribers over 14 days,
where there are 242 to 346 service bids concurrently placed
per hour. Meanwhile, we collect the Ontario’s hourly power
price from the Independent Electricity System Operator [59].
The Ontario’s hourly power prices from March 16 to March
29, 2020 are shown in Fig. 4(b).

Besides, the parameter values in Table III are adopted in our
simulations, where the source of some key values is indicated.
We set the duration τ of each time slot as one hour, according
to the minimum billing cycle of Microsoft Azure [60]. In terms
of the bidding budget, we adopt the assumption in [61] to gen-
erate the bidding budget bi (in unit of $) for each user based on
a normal distribution ((a−i +a+i )/2) ·N (0.02, 0.0152) (unless

Fig. 4. Overview of the Real-World Trace Data.

TABLE III
PARAMETER SETTINGS

specified). All the experiments are conducted on a Windows
10 computer where the processor is Intel Core i7-5500U (2
CPUs, 2.4GHz) with the RAM size of 12 GB.

B. Performance Benchmarks

Our RARM mechanism is compared against four typical
approaches, which are the heuristic-based Simulated Annealing
approach, two state-of-the-art approaches (i.e., Uniform Price
Auction, and PIRA), and a randomized baseline approach.

• Simulated Annealing [63]: This centralized algorithm is a
competitive optimization approach widely applied to the
nonlinear optimization problem. Given this, it can greatly
approximate the optimal price setting for cloud resources,
under which the CSP gains the maximum revenue from
cloud users.

• Uniform Price Auction [64]: This approach is also known
as clearing price auction, which is affiliated to the single-
price auction. The CSP prioritizes the resource demand
of cloud users with higher bid density (i.e., a+i /bi ). Their
requested cloud resources (i.e., a+i ) are orderly allo-
cated by the CSP, until the capacity of cloud resources
is exhausted or all service bids have been accepted. The
unit cloud resource price is single and determined by the
lowest winning bid.

• PIRA [11]: This approach solves the resource pricing
and demand allocation problem in cloud environments,
with the aim of incentivizing the maximum users served
at cloud on the premise of the CSP’s minimum profit
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Fig. 5. Bidding Budget v.s. Service Payment across Different Users.

Fig. 6. Comparative Study between our RARM Mechanism and the Uniform Price Auction [64].

rate guaranteed. In comparison with maximizing the
CSP’s service revenue, it adopts a divergent optimization
objective from this article.

• Random: This approach firstly configures a randomized
resource price p(t) within the feasible resource price spec-
trum [p(t)−, p(t)+]. Based on the randomized price set-
ting p(t), each cloud user is hereby allocated the amount
of cloud resources according to their price-incentive
resource demands.

Note that, the Uniform Price Auction approach is utilized
to conduct a comparative study with our RARM mechanism,
with the property of envy-freeness testified. The Simulated
Annealing algorithm is adopted to compare against our RARM
mechanism, further evaluating the optimality and efficiency of
our proposed approach. In terms of the PIRA and Random
approaches, they are regarded as performance benchmarks to
study the impact of the bidding budget and implement the
trace-driven experiments.

In order to reflect the randomness of auction, each experi-
ment is repeated over several times. For our RARM mechanism
and the performance benchmarks (other than Random), each
experiment result is averaged over 10 runs. Regarding the
Random approach, the experimental result is taken an average
over 100 runs.

C. Numerical Experiments

1) Validation on Budget Feasibility: We testify the budget
feasibility for the resource allocation scheme acquired by our
RARM mechanism. To validate the budget feasible resource
allocation scheme, each user’s service payment determined
by the RARM mechanism is compared with her own bidding
budget, as shown in Fig. 5. Here, we set 200 users who
concurrently place the service bid at a time slot, and the
presented experimental results are averaged over 100 runs.
It can be seen that, all of these 200 user’s bidding bud-
get is respectively sufficient to cover the service payment

of their own, further verifying the budget feasible resource
allocation.

2) Validation on Envy-Freeness: We examine the envy-
freeness for our resource allocation scheme. To better demon-
strate the related experimental results, we streamline our
simulating scenario with six users (i.e., u1 ∼ u6) concurrently
proposing service bids. We compare our RARM mechanism
with the Uniform Price Auction approach [64]. In these two
approaches, we both define the notation a

opt
i for each user

ui (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6), which implies the corresponding opti-
mum of cloud resource allocation achieving her own maximum
utility vi (·).

Fig. 6 demonstrates the comparative results between our
RARM mechanism and the Uniform Price Auction. Our
RARM mechanism always allocates the aRARM

i units of cloud
resources to each user ui , which equals to her own a

opt
i . That

is to say, each user ui obtains the amount of cloud resources
making her own utility vi (·) maximized, i.e., vi (ai (t) =
aRARM
i ) = vi (ai (t) = a

opt
i ). In the Uniform Price Auction,

nevertheless, the amount of cloud resources aUPA
i allocated

for each user ui is less than her own a
opt
i , i.e., vi (ai (t) =

aUPA
i ) < vi (ai (t) = aopti ). According to the definition of

envy-freeness, each user should always prefer her own allo-
cated amount of cloud resources to other possible allocation
results. In this case, the Uniform Price Auction approach
does not provide the guarantee of envy-freeness. Whereas, the
resource allocation scheme obtained by our RARM mechanism
is envy-free because vi (ai (t) = aRARM

i ) = vi (ai (t) = a
opt
i )

for each bidding user ui .
3) Optimality and Efficiency of our RARM Mechanism:

We validate the optimality (i.e., the CSP’s service rev-
enue) and the efficiency (i.e., the algorithmic execute time)
gained by our RARM mechanism. As shown in Fig. 7,
our proposed approach is compared against the Simulated
Annealing algorithm. Both sequential and parallel execute time
are respectively measured. Unlike the centralized Simulated
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Fig. 7. Comparison of CSP’s Service Revenue, and Algorithmic Execute Time.

Fig. 8. CSP’s Service Revenue, Spot Unit Resource Price, and Number of the Accepted Bids under Different Levels x of Bidding Budget.

Annealing algorithm, our RARM mechanism supports paral-
lel execution where N(t) users concurrently calculate their
resource demands. The sequential execute time implies the
computational cost, whereas the parallel execute time indi-
cates our RARM mechanism’s actual execute time in the cloud
marketplace.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that, the service revenue
gained by CSP increases with the number of users who
concurrently place service bids. Although the difference in
the gained service revenue between RARM and Simulated
Annealing is minimal, there is a significant quantitative dif-
ference on the sequential execute time between these two
approaches. In other words, our RARM mechanism acquires
a great reduction in the computional cost when earning the
almost-the-same amount of service revenue as the Simulated
Annealing approach. More delightfully, our RARM mechanism
is accomplished within a few seconds when conducting par-
allel execution. It means our proposed approach can shortly
complete the decision on resource pricing and demand allo-
cation at the beginning of each time slot. This is what cannot
be achieved by the centralized Simulated Annealing algo-
rithm. Despite a satisfied optimality acquired, the Simulated
Annealing algorithm is impractical in the cloud marketplace
where the time-variant decision is strictly needed. In a nutshell,
our RARM mechanism not only approximates the optimum
of service revenue as the competitive Simulated Annealing
approach, but also has the uniqueness of efficient parallel
execution.

4) Impact of Bidding Budget bi : We evaluate the impact of
bidding budget bi towards the auction results, i.e., the CSP’s
service revenue, the price setting of cloud resources, and the
number of accepted service bids. In specific, we set the bidding
budget into six levels from x = 1 to x = 6. At the bidding
budget level x, each cloud user ui places her bidding budget
bi (in unit of $) based on the normal distribution ((a−i +

a+i )/2) ·N (0.015+0.01× x , 0.0152). Here, we set 400 users
who concurrently place the service bid at a time slot.

The experimental result is given in Fig. 8. When the bid-
ding budget level x grows up, the CSP can earn much more
money from bidding users. Thus, the CSP’s service revenue
increases with the bidding budget level x, as shown in Fig. 8(a).
Our RARM mechanism always obtains the highest service rev-
enue amongst these three approaches, which coincides with
its objective of maximizing the CSP’s service revenue. As
indicated by Fig. 8(b), a higher bidding budget level also
implies a higher price setting for cloud resources. When the
bidding budget is raised, a higher cloud resource price can
effectively tighten the outspread resource demand; that is,
avoid the short supply of cloud resources. Since the PIRA
approach targets to stimulate the maximum cloud users, the
cloud resource price of PIRA approach is lower than our RARM
approach. A lower price can incentivize more users served at
the cloud, as demonstrated in Fig. 8(c). Our RARM mecha-
nism sacrifices part of cloud users to achieve the maximum
revenue from cloud users. In terms of the Random approach,
it is a process of blind price selection that gets the worst
performance.

D. Real-World Trace-Driven Experiments

In the trace-driven experiments, we perform our RARM
mechanism across 336 time slots (i.e., 14 days) on the basis
of the real-world trace in Fig. 4. The empirical results based
on the real-world trace are shown in Fig. 9, which compare
against two performance benchmarks, i.e., the PIRA and the
Random approaches.

Similar to Fig. 8(a), it can be seen from Fig. 9(a) that our
RARM mechanism gains the highest service revenue amongst
these three competitive approaches. Since the objective of the
PIRA approach is to incentivize the maximum cloud users
rather than revenue maximization, an acceptable revenue loss
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Fig. 9. Empirical Results Based on the Real-World Trace Data.

is permitted here. Given its aimless behavior, the Random
approach gains the least service revenue amongst the three
methods. In common, the service revenue earned at each time
slot jointly oscillates with the fluctuant power price and the
trajectory of service bids. On the one hand, the service revenue
gained by the CSP needs to sufficiently recoup dynamic energy
costs, together with the minimum profit rate of γ acquired.
On the other hand, the service revenue presents an overall
upward trend when more service bids are places along the
time trajectory.

Fig. 9(b) illustrates the cloud pricing results of these
three approaches, in accordance with the experimental results
revealed in Fig. 8(b) as well. When the cloud resource is
overpriced, many users with the finite bidding budget would
herby abandon cloud migration with ai (t) = 0, let alone
the objective of revenue maximization. Given this, the PIRA
approach takes as a low price of cloud resources as possible
(i.e., slightly higher than p(t)−), under which the maxi-
mum cloud users are stimulated as in Fig. 9(c). For the
sake of revenue maximization, our RARM mechanism has a
higher cloud resource price than PIRA. Because of this, our
proposed approach incentivizes the smaller amount of cloud
users than PIRA. As for the Random approach, it sets the high-
est price of cloud resources, resulting from its randomized
nature. It can be observed in Fig. 9(c) that, the rising ten-
dency on the number of accepted bids along with the 336 time
slots accords with the trajectory of service bids in Fig. 4(a).
Meanwhile, the number of active physical machines increases
with more service bids accepted by the CSP, as shown in
Fig. 9(d).

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we adopt the marker-oriented approach to
study the resource pricing and demand allocation problem
in multiuser IaaS clouds. In specific, we model the auc-
tion market in the IaaS cloud, where each user arbitrarily

places her service bid across time slots. Given the spot set-
ting on cloud resource price, each user is allocated cloud
resources according to her own resource demand. To gain the
maximum revenue from the finite cloud resources, the cloud
service provider determines a revenue-optimal resource price
setting. To attack the computational challenges of our rev-
enue maximization problem, we put forward a resource auction
mechanism namely RARM to make decisions on resource pric-
ing and demand allocation in an effective but efficient manner.
Our resource auction mechanism also gains the properties of
budget feasibility, incentive compatibility, and envy-freeness.
Finally, the efficacy of our RARM mechanism is validated by
extensive simulating results based on real-world data. This
work is expected to provide an efficient solution for market-
oriented resource pricing and demand allocation in the IaaS
cloud environment.

Furthermore, we are fully aware of the research limita-
tions with several avenues for our future work. Firstly, we
will design a more refined cloud resource pricing scheme
which better supports the allocation of multi-dimensional
cloud resources (e.g., CPU units, memory space, disk stor-
age). Different types of jobs have various bottleneck resources.
The bottleneck resource for computation-intensive jobs is
always the CPU unit, whereas the bottleneck for data-intensive
jobs shifts into the memory space [23]. Secondly, our RARM
mechanism proposes a general framework for cloud resource
pricing and allocation from a high-level viewpoint. In order to
make it more applicable in the realistic cloud environment,
the jobs submitted to the CSP should be further consid-
ered as the graph jobs [65] that demonstrate sophisticated
topologies. In this case, a fine-grained resource distribution
amongst nodes of graph job needs to be addressed [66].
Finally, we intend to evaluate our proposed solution in real-
life cloud systems. The experiments in practice can further
provide us with a more comprehensive understanding of
resource auction design within the realistic cloud environ-
ment.
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